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Fig. 16. Mari. Walls of the entrance to the third-millennium palace.

archae~logical evidence seems to prove that the l
area of MB II d ·
.
arge
ate uncovered Ill area p South and
~e~t ~·as the m~in. rcligiou center of high Old Syrian
fJ~la, and th~t Ill it a goddes was worshipped who,
many centuries later in the Middle A
.
. cl
. A.
.
'
s yna n peno
at s 1iur, was srmply called Eblaitu "[the G dd ] f
Ebia."
'
o ess o
Mari. Jean-Claude Margueron, Universite de Paris
reports:
'
During rhe 2' 1tl1

· ·
f
·
Cason
excavation at Tell Hariri,
fi~~ .areas. were opened, the stratigraphic sequence
~·.a_s,.rn.vcsllgated, and method of mudbrick wall conse1 \allon were examined.
Palaa c.r th ''I 1.1..
. . ,.
'1.J
f' "ia1rnanakku. Investigations in this
~r ca were undertaken in the northern section, as well
~son th~ outskirts of the building on its western flank.
Some of the archaeological levels have eroded awa
on the northern edge of the tell and th
.
y
·
.
.
'
us It was
impossible to fmd the door of the pal
B
· ·
.
ace. y examrnrng the remams of the foundations of the
J·
.
bar, b,
·1
pa ace, it
1
cen p(~ss10 e to outline the limits of a Jar e front
~o~~t as~o~:1atecl wi.th the missing entrancew;y. The
exact
location of this door is unkn own.
.
·

,

':!

°

fhe organization of the palace is quite clear and
we now ha\·e an c .
l f h .
'
.
.
xamp c o t e mnovative architecture of the Sl1akkanakku (i e lJ r lJ 1)
. d h
main ·
·
. . -.
· .,
peno : t e
part JS o1gan1zed around a vast courtyard· th.
.
gives acce s. to the throne room, which is the b;id r;
between this part of the building anu' the
. g
private

quarters and administrative and economic 'iCctiom
The evolutio ·
-I·
·
.
. .
n m arc 11tcctural concepts apparcrll 111
this buddmg ' 0_ dif'1erent {.rom 11ie huge accompli hments of th~ ED period, should be further irHc.,ri ga_ted at Man, and Mesopotamia in general.
fhe study of the environ mcnt of the palace (undertaken on the east
·I ·
.
.
ern sic em 19 87, and on the -;outhern
side
111 1990) was cond ·t J
I \VCStern srclc
. dur.
.
.
uc ec on tic

mg t~1s season. Along a western enclo.-,ure wall, O< cupat1on levels were found together with disturbed
floo~s, mu~brick and baked brick walls, and O\'Clls
leanrng agamst the wall of the palace. These arc undoubt.edly poor-quality dwellings, built after the dc:tr~ctron of the palace by Hammurabi in 1760 B.C.
fh1s I.eve] confirms the existence of Hana-period occupation at Mari.
Entrance of the third-miLLennium palace. The access
..l
system of the third-millennium p·,lace was
fr
.
.
a.
uncoverec
( g. 16). Its great size gives Mari a unique position
among t~e architectural accomplishments of Mesopota~1a. fhe architectural principles behind its construct10n are known from early third-millennium
urban enclosure walls (e.g., Jawa , Troy 11 citadel
Kish) b t h M ·
·
·
'
an case is urnquc: excavated to a
' ~ t e
depth of 19.5 m and a width decreasing from 5 m at
the entrance to 3.3 m at the third renaille it is of a
for the building
. now
scale exceptional
.
, itself. 'Jt 1s
appropriate to extend excavations to the west and cast
to define the arrangement at the entrance, to dere~-
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mine whether the system i a replica of that used at
Kish , and to discover the nature and organization of
the units that border the treet.
The western domestic quarter (cha11tier F). The trench
intended to link the ED quarter and the econdmillennium palace was deepened at various points,
and extended to the east. It revealed new information
on the succession of the levels extending to the south
of the street that had defined the axis of the excavation.
Three major levels have been uncovered: I) the
Shakkanakku period , with subperiods defined by architectural constructions, and intramural burials with
bronze weapons ,je welry, and pottery for grave goods.
A potters' work hop, with work areas, turning elements, and parts of kilns, was also found; 2) PostEarly Dynastic period, or Early Akkadian, with a sewage system (similar to systems found in the area of
the Ishtar temple and chantier B); and 3) Early Dynastic, with a characteristic domestic altar similar to
those of chantier B and the Maison rouge.
The temples (chantier G). The work done in 1990 in
the sacred areas was continued to complete the study
of the Ninni-zaza temple. The northern foundation
deposit was found: a nail fixed vertically in a ring,
accompanied by small uninscribed lapis lazuli, alabaster, and silver tablets.
U nd r the threshold of the door a large rectangular
slab of rock was placed within the foundations. Cupshaped and geometric designs appear on its upper
face.
A deep excavation undertaken along the western
flank of the temple, joining the Maison rouge, has
shown heavy erosion after the destruction of the temple, and before the massive works of the Shakkanakku
period.
Excavation in chantier B. In order to define better
the large bui lding from which late ED (possibly Early
Akkadian) tablets were retrieved in 1980, the excavation was extended to the west. This has permitted
a clearer understanding of the stratigraphy on the
summit of the tell (Shakkanakku period) immediately
above the building. New rooms with complex bitumen
installations have been uncovered here.
Stratigraphy. Since the resumption of excavation at
Mari in 1979, investigations have been undertaken to
determine the nature of the formation of the archaeological tells. It seemed worthwhile to define the ceramic deposit of a building falling apart before our
very eyes. Room 77 of the Royal Palace , excavated by
Andre Parrot, was chosen. Its cleared levels are currently in the process of being reburied. The quantity
of sherds, stones, and other stratified material origi-
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Fig. 17. 1ari. A "prolecLive cap" on one of lhe pillars of Lhe
Salle aux Piliers.

nates essentially from the decomposition of the \\·alls;
significant anomalies present in the ceramic deposit
can be identified. A reevaluation of the significance
of the stratigraphy and its role in ceramic studies is
the primary consequence of this type of inquiry at
Mari.
Conservation of mudbrick architecture. The work
undertaken since 1988 with the CRAterre (Centre de
recherche sur !'a rchitecture de terre) of Grenoble has
been continued on a large scale. :'\umerous mea urements of wall humidity and erosion re istance haYe
been taken. Many attempts to restore the wall and
the arrangement of Aoors and subAoors have been
undertaken in the Enceinte sacree of the third-millennium palace (level P-2), in the Dagan Temple annex
north of the Haute Terrasse, in the Palace of the
Shakkanakkus, in two pillars of the Salle aux Piliers
of level P-1 in the third-millennium palace (fig. 17),
and in the foundations of the Ninni-zaza temple.
Mozan. Giorgio Buccellati , University of California ,
Los Angeles, and Marilyn Kelly-Buccellati California
Stale University, report:
The seventh season of excavations at Tell ~fozan
took place in June and July 1992, under the direction
of G. Buccellati and M. Kelly-Buccellati. Excavations
are funded through a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities, with matching grants
from the Ambassador International Cultural ·F oundation and various donors. Excavations concentrated
on two areas where work had been started during the
last season ( 1990), and on which we reported preYiously : in F 1, on the northwest slopes of the High
Mound, were the remains of a medium-sized structure, from which came two cuneiform tablets (now
published in Mozan 2); and in AS, a stepped trench
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Fig. 19. Mozan. Akkadian seal with lyre player as a secondary motif.

Fig. 18. Mozan. Public building in area AS, from above.

was dug on the western side of the High Mound,
where a sequence was e tablished from the N .
. dd
UZI pen~ , own to the midd le of the third miJJennium.23
l he stratigraphic sequence of the building in Fl
(dated ~o the Late Akkadian period because of the
tablets found there) appeared relatively simple in the
_1?YO ~eason, but turned out to be more complicated.
I he lar.ge storage room had at least two phases. In
the earlier of the two, the storage room could possibly
have bee~ .connected with the upper area where the
two cune1f ~)fm tablets had been excavated in l 990.
Instead , this ~pper level is connected with a series of
small rooms found to the outh. No additional tablet
were found in this area.
s
As indicated in our last report in AJA (95 [1991]
7 l 2-14), the large stone building at the bottom of the
stepped trench AS gave evidence of being one of the
larg~ t stone-based buildings known from third-m ·1le
S "
.
I
nrnum .' y~1a. Our excavauons this season indicated
that the size is even larger than previously anticipated:
~hat we assumed to be a perimeter wall on the north
side appea_rs now to be a large interior wall, with a
number _of doorways opening from the south to the
north. Figure I 8 show this complex, photographed
toward the end of excavations. The Hoor plan of the
2~

·

I

.
,. Milano, Mozan 2· The Epi apl · F'

.

, gr

building i~ qu.ite symmetrical in it articulation, and it
seems to. md1cate that on the east side there wa.., .1
second wrng with a la yout arranged as CJ mirror-image
to the pa~t already excavated on the west; the considerable width of. the ""a
, II to t h e north suggests that
there was a major division between the southern two
w~ng~ and another wing to the north. The excavated
wmg rn the southwest measures about IS x 20 m' and
the complete building may be three times as large as
the portion excavated so far.
While the building is impres ive because of its structural layout and construction techniques (well-laid
stone foundations and substructures, well-laid floors,
and soi:n~ ~xtremely thick and cement-like pavements), it is s1gni~c~nt that its walls were not plastered.
Thes_e charactenst1cs, together with the regularity of
the layout and the nature of the finds (sec below)
sugg:s~ that it was a lar_ge storehouse, most like!;
pu.bhc m nature and possibly serving the gate, which
is hkel_y to have been located in the wal l that encircled
the High Mound some 30 m to the west. As for the
layout,. we assume the main entrance to be on the
south s1de.(only wall foundations are left there, so we
~ave no dtrect evidence; [ uture excavations may tell
tf an analogous doorway is still to be found in the

zu znds of the Sixth Season (Syro-M esopotamian Studies, Malibu 199 l ).

eastern wing); if so, the rooms that have been completely excavated to the southwest may be understood
as an accession suite, in which goods were received
and registered by the scribes. Just beyond this suite,
immediately south of the large transverse wall, was a
large room (possib ly a courtyard) with a closet in the
corner. Because the interior area is so small (a little
over 1 m 2 ) and the walls are , in contrast, quite thick,
this closet (as well as its counterpart in the eastern
wing) may properly be understood as a vault. The
large number of seal impressions found in the floor
deposit in front suggests that this vault may correspond to what is called in the texts E 2 .KISIB, "the
house/room of the sea l(s)," i.e., an area where sealed
containers, suc h as boxes or jars, were kept in safe
storage behind a sealed door.
The seal in gs from this area consist of over 80 unbaked clay fragments with sea l impress ions on them.
The majority of the seals had been rolled on box
seal ings but some were jar and door seatings. For the
most part, the reconstructed seal designs fit into the
standard Akkadian corp us. One seco ndary motif
placed under an Akkadian inscription (fig. 19) shows
two facing, seated figures, one of whom is playing a
lyre. Another impression shows an adult figure holding a child on its lap.
A total of 27 sealings are inscribed. In addition,
there is one inscribed bulla, two fragments of tablets,
and one complete tablet. The latter is a school tablet,
with an excerpt from the ED LU E list of professions
known from Abu Salabikh and Gasur.

Qara Quzaq. G. de! Olmo Lete, UAB, reports:
The University of Barcelona's Archaeological ~fi sion in Syria resumed work in 1991 by digging six
contiguous l 0 x 10 rn units, some of which had
already been excavated in the last season. 24 They were
all situated in the upper part of the tell.
Middle Bronze JIB (ca . 1800-1700 B.C.). One of
the biggest surprises that Tell Qara Quzaq ha provided is the fact that during the MB all of the tell, and
even its lower part, was occupied by an installation
for storing grain, made up of "silos. " To date, 42 of
these have been excavated. They have walls made of
plastered stone; some are separate, other are in
groups of three, and they ha,·e flat floors that include
layers of chaff of varying thickncs . Their diameters
vary between 1.8 and 3.2 m and they are 2.5 m in
height, alth ough originally they would have been
higher. There does not seem to have been any urban
settlement in the upper part of the tell at this stage of
its occupation, and there are only a couple of houses
on the northeastern slope. Use of a temple of the
earlier level was resumed, possibly for administrative
purposes.
Middle Bronze !IA (ca. 1900-1800 B.C. ). This level
was destroyed in order to build the silos mentioned
above. A temple in antis, excavated in the second
season (l 990), dates from this period. Its structure
underwent a thorough transformation, which suggests a change in its function . It was blocked in by the
silos surrounding it, except for the front part, which
permitted access. Abundant indications of what may

21
For previous reports, see G. del Olmo Lete, "M ission
arqueol6gica de la Universidad de Barcelona en Siria," Aula
Orienlalis 7:2 (1989) 269-77; del O lmo Lete et al., "Excavaci6nes en Tell Qara Quzaq . In forme pro\'isional: primera
campana (1989) ," AuLa Orienlalis 8: l (1990) 5-13; del Olmo
Lete and E. Olavarri Goicoechea, "Exca\'aci6nes en Tell Qara
Quzaq. Inform e pro,·isional: segunda campana ( 1990),"

Aula Orienta/is IO: I (1992, in press): del Olmo Lcte and
Olavarri Goicoechea, ''Excavaci6nes espai'tolas en Siria."

RA rq 11: l 08 ( 1990) 29-33; del Olmo Lete and OlaYarri
Goicoechea, "Exca\'aci6nes espaf1olas en Siria, .. RArq 12: 123
( 1991) 52-56; del Olmo Lete and Olcn·arri Goicoechea. 'Tell
Qara Quzaq enclave comercial en el reino de Karkemis, ..
RArq 13:135 (1992) 12-15.
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Fig. 19. Mozan. Akkadian seal with lyre player as a secondary motif.

Fig. 18. Mozan. Public building in area AS, from above.

was dug on the western side of the High M
d
oun ,
h

~ ere a sequence was established from the Nuzi pe-

n~~ down t~) the middle of the third millennium.23

J he Slrat1graphic sequence of the building in Fl

(dated ~o the Late A kkadian period because of the
tablets found there) appeared relatively simple in the
_1:90 season, but turned out to be more complicated
I he lar_ge st~)ragc room had at least two phases. I~
the earlier of the two, the storage room could possibly
have beer: connccled with the upper area where the
two cune1f~)rm tablets had been excavated in 1990.
Instead, this upper level is connected with a series of
small ~ooms found to the south. No additional tablets
were found in this area.

~s indicated in our last report in AJA (95 [1991]
712-14), the large stone building at the bottom of the
stepped trench AS gave evidence of being one of the
Iarg~st st<~n~-based buildings known from third-millen nwm _Sy~1a. Our excavations this season indicated
that the size J. even larger than previously anticipated:
':hat we as urned to be a perimeter wall on the north
srde appears now to be a large interior wall, with a
number _of doorways opening from the south to the
north. Figure J 8 ~how this complex, photographed
toward the end of excavations. The floor plan of the
2 ·i

.

L

·1

. M' ano, M ozan 2: The Epigraphi.c Firnis of the Sixth

building is. quite svmmet
. I rn
· ·
.
.
1-·JCcL
1
ll art1Cu 1auon, and it
seems to_ mdicate that on the cast side there \\'a~ "
second wmg with a la yout arrange<i as a m1rror-rrnagc
.
to the part already excavated on the we t; lhe con iderable width of. the \.\a
, 11 to t h e north suggests Lhat
there was a major division between lhe southern t \\'O
w~ngs. and another wing to the north. The excavated
wmg
m the southwest measures about 15 x 20 m, cln(
, I
h
t e complete building may be three times as large as
the portion excavated so far.
While the building is impre ive because of its structural layout and construction techniques (well-laid
stone foundations and substructures, well-laid floors,
and soi:n~ ~xt~emcly thick and cement-like pavements), It is s1gnr~c~nt that its walls were not plastered.
These charactenst1cs, togelher with the regularity of
the layout and th e nature of the finds (see below)
sugg:s~ that it was a large storehouse, most like!;
pu?hc m nature and possibly serving the gate, which
is hkel_y to have been located in the wall that encircled
the High Mound some 30 m to the west. As for the
layout,. we assume the main entrance to be on the
south s1de.(only wall foundations are lefl there, so we
~ave no direct evidence; future excavations may tell
if an analogous doorway is still to be found in the

.

.

Season (Syro-Mesopotamzan Studies, Malibu J99 J ).

eastern wing); if so, the rooms that have been completely excavated to the southwest may be understood
as an accession suite, in which goods were received
and registered by the scribes. Just beyond this suite,
immediately south of the large transverse wall, was a
large room (possibly a courtyard) with a closet in the
corner. Because the interior area is so small (a little
over 1 m 2 ) and the walls are, in contrast, quite thick,
this closet (as well as its counterpart in the eastern
wing) may properly be understood as a vault. The
large number of seal impressions found in the floor
deposit in front suggests that this vault may correspond to what is called in the texts E 2 .KISIB, "the
house/room of the seal(s)," i.e., an area where sealed
containers, such as boxes or jars, were kept in safe
storage behind a sealed door.
The scalings from this area consist of over 80 unbaked clay fragments with seal impressions on them.
The majority of the seals had been rolled on box
sealings but some were jar and door sealings. For the
most part, the reconstructed seal designs fit into the
standard Akkadian corpus. One secondary motif
placed under an Akkadian inscription (fig. 19) shows
two facing, seated figures, one of whom is playing a
lyre. Another impression shows an adult figure holding a child on its lap.
A total of 27 seali ngs are inscribed. In addition,
there is one inscribed bulla, two fragments of tablets,
and one complete tablet. The latter is a school tablet,
with an excerpt from the ED LU E list of professions
known from Abu Salabikh and Gasur.

The University of Barcelona's Archaeological ~Ii sion in Syria resumed work in 1991 by digging six
contiguous 10 x 10 m units, some of which had
already been excavated in the last season. 24 They were
all situated in the upper part of the tell.
Middle Bronze JIB (ca. 1800-1700 B.C.). One of
the biggest surprises that Tell Qara Quzaq ha provided is the fact that during the MB all of the tell, and
even its lower part, was occupied by an installation
for storing grain, made up of "silos." To date, 42 of
these have been excavated. They have walls made of
plastered stone; some are separate , others are in
groups of three, and they ha\'e flat floors that include
layers of chaff of varying thickne s. Their diameters
vary between 1.8 and 3.2 m and they are 2.5 m in
height, although originally they would have been
higher. There does not seem to have been any urban
settlement in the upper part of the tell at this stage of
its occupation, and there are only a couple of houses
on the northeastern slope. Use of a temple of the
earlier level was resumed, possibly for administrati,·e
purposes.
Middle Bronze IIA (ca. 1900-1800 B.C.). This level
was destroyed in order to build the silos mentioned
above. A temple in antis, excavated in the second
season (1990), dates from this period. Its structure
underwent a thorough transformation, which suggests a change in its function. It was blocked in by the
silos surrounding it, except for the front part, which
permitted access. Abundant indications of what may

24
For previous reports, see G. del Olmo Lete , "Mission
arqueol6gica de la Un iversidad de Barcelona en Siria," Aula
Orienta/is 7:2 ( 1989) 269-77; del Olmo Lete et al., "E xcaYaci6nes en Tell Qara Quzaq . Inform e provisional: primera
campana ( 1989)," Aula Orientulis 8: 1 ( 1990) 5-13; del Olmo
Lete and E. Olavarri Goicoechea, "Excavaci6nes en Tell Qara
Quzaq. lnforme provisional: segunda ca mpana ( 1990) ,"

Aula Orientalis 10:1 (1992, in press); del Olmo Lete and
Olavarri Goicoechea, "Exca\'acil>ne espanolas en Siria."'
RArq 11: l 08 (1990) 29-33; de! Olmo Lete and OlaYarri
Goicoechea, "Excavaci6nes espanolas en Siria," RArq 12: 123
( 1991) 52-56; def Olmo Lete and Olavarri Goicoechea, '·Tell
Qara Quzaq enclave comercial en el reino de l\.arkemi :·
RArq 13: 135 (1992) 12-15.

Qara Quzaq. G. del Olmo Lete UAB, reports:

